
Introducing Abouk Giir, a self-taught artist since the age of 13 years old.

 

Her initial interest in art and painting began whilst at high school in Sydney, she found

freedom in expressing herself as a female artist here in Australia. She was unable to do so

in South Sudan, as being a female artist, it is more acceptable here.  She has since

returned to painting in her adult life and continues to enjoy the process.

 

Originally from South Sudan, Abouk and her family came to Australia 20 years ago.

 

“My artwork is inspired by nature, my culture and by my family and my

friends. I enjoy experimenting with techniques and materials and find joy in

colour and pattern.” - Abouk
 

Abouk’s artworks are created in her home, in her spare time (which is limited due to her

being a mother of three, studying a Bachelor of Architecture Design and also volunteering

in our Retail Shop here at Space2b). She is a busy women, mother and artist!

 

As you can see, she is versatile in using a range of media, but predominately enjoys

sketching with charcoals and pencils. She loves generating new ideas and incorporating

themes such as her South Sudanese tribal animal which is a Falcon. In this current

exhibition she’s showcasing a range of pieces that explore her heritage and what it’s like

being in her shoes.

 

“I would love to be a recognized artist. I also have dreams of becoming an

Architect. I’m currently studying a Bachelor of Architecture Design, but

doing it part time as I’m also a mother of three children.” - Abouk
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Rahila Zeeshan is a Textile Artist from Pakistan. Travelling across three

countries after leaving Pakistan, Rahila and her family came to

Melbourne in 2018, where she has been inspired by its Arts culture and

activities which embraces everyone from different walks of life.

 

“Melbourne embraces everyone! This beautiful city has

urged me to revive my long lost passion of visual Arts. I like

to create artwork with bold colours on any theme that

inspires me." - Rahila
 

Rahila usually uses Acrylic, ink and watercolour, but enjoys many

innovative and experimental art forms. Landscapes, still life and

abstract painting are her most favourable genre. 

 

Having lived in metropolitan city all her life, the bustling vibes of busy

city has always inspired her. 

Rahila
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Introducing Leila, a talented Iranian artist from Tehran. 

 

Art was her life in Iran, but there were severe restrictions on what she could

and couldn’t paint. Any depictions of women or anything perceived as

political would put her life in danger.

 

Hence in 2013, she decided to make the difficult journey to Australia. 

Since arriving in Australia in 2012, Leila has been able to finally pursue her

arts practice free-lance as a painter, sculptor and mural artist. 

 

She has participated in group shows, taught art to a variety of ages and

abilities, including volunteering in detention centres. She has been involved

in a variety of multicultural projects including gallery management, retail

sales and as an administrator interpreter. 

 

“I create artwork for exhibitions, individual commissions,

including large murals for public spaces. I am Passionate about

art and is continually experimenting and extending my practice

in a variety of areas.” - Leila
 

Leila also imports woven Rugs and Homewares from Persia, full of colour

and sometimes portraying Persian stories.

Leila 
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Introducing Nidhal, an artist originally from Iraq.  She holds a PhD in

Graphic Design and has exhibited her drawings and paintings in numerous

exhibitions both here in Australia and in Iraq.

 

Nidhal worked for 20 years as an Art and Design teacher in Baghdad, Iraq

and is now living in Melbourne, working as a freelance Artist and Designer.

She works from an array of subject matters, using all types of materials,

but predominately enjoys working within the specialism of digital imagery

and graphics.

 

This exhibition showcases a series of her most recent artworks, that are

inspired by being ‘In Nidhal’s Shoes’; taking inspiration from her cat, to

painting our laneway flooring to an Australian Cockatoo.

 

“I am interested in uncovering my authentic self behind the

superficial digital image and I wanted the drawings to speak

beyond what is a digital photograph, taken on a mobile

device.” - Nidhal
 

Nidhal certainly has an eye for colour, pattern and cleverly draws you in,

as she explores a story within each one.



Nasyeetha is a Melbourne-based entrepreneur who runs her own personal brand

(est. 2018), whilst taking on freelance work and creating custom artworks. 

 

Outside of the business world, she has a passion for making change and helping

the community. She dedicates her spare time and creative art skills to The

Sisterhood Empowerment Campaign Inc. - a non-profit organisation for women -

as the Creative Director and Executive Assistant. 

 

She's always had a love for art, especially drawing but found her skills in graphic

design and was introduced to digital art in university. By breaking down objects

into their main components of shapes and lines, she is able to create artworks in

a 'flat design' style and adds effects for depth and emotion. 

 

“My art mainly focuses on landscapes and sceneries as a way to

remind my audience the beauty of this world and the blessings God

has provided.” - Nasyeetha
 

Nasyeetha's artworks have been featured in Podium Magazine (10th Edition),

'After Dawn' Exhibition at Albert St Art Gallery and 'Journeying through the Soul'

Exhibition at the Islamic Museum of Australia. 

Nasyeetha
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This beautiful series of artworks has been painted by Effie, an artist and

teacher from Iran.

 

Effie has been living in Australia for 4 years and has created her own

working artist’s studio at home, in her garden. During lockdown, over the

past two years, she has found inspiration simply by looking out of her

studio window and finding connections with strangers as they walk past.

 

This collection of works portrays her need for connection with people

during this time, her feelings of hope and the distance that she felt

between herself and others.

 

“I felt like I was always looking out of my window, seeing

people on their one hour a day walk. My eye became my

window and yet people had to stay away from one another."

- Effie
 

She uses a range of mediums including oil paints and ink and enjoys

experimenting with mixed media.
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